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QUANTUM MECHANICS OFTHE ELECTRIC CHARGEAndrzej StaruszkiewizThe Marian Smoluhowski Institute of Physis, Jagellonian UniversityReymonta 4, 30-059 Kraków, Poland(Reeived Marh 5, 1999)This is a summary of the talk presented by the Author at the XXXIIIZakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September 1�9, 1998.PACS numbers: 12.20.DsThe eletri harge is ertainly the most mysterious physial quantity.There are two things about the eletri harge whih are partiularly hard tounderstand: its universality and its quantization. By universality I mean thewell known fat that eletri harges of all elementary partiles seem to beexatly the same. In the ase of the eletron and the proton the equality ofabsolute values of their eletri harges has been established experimentallywith auray like 1 : 10�20. This auray exeeds by ten orders of mag-nitude the auray with whih the absolute value of the eletron's hargeis known. There is no doubt that the eletron's harge and the proton'sharge are � just like their spins � mathematially equal. The mathe-matial equality of spins of various fermions follows from the elementaryquantum mehanis of angular momentum. One feels that there should bea omparable argument for eletri harges.Let me elaborate on the analogy between eletri harge and spin. Spinsof all fermions are mathematially equal; we know it from the group theoryof angular momentum. Sine there is no omparable argument for eletriharges, everyone is free to speulate on the physial origin of degeneraywhih holds always and with the fantasti auray 1 : 10�20. Many authors� I will not quote them beause I think that they are misguided � speulatethat this degeneray is of dynamial origin. The relevant ideology says thatat some very high energy of interation all fores of Nature have approxi-mately the same strength. Moreover, this strength an be determined fromsome physial priniple, unfortunately unknown at present. I wish every(835)



836 A. Staruszkiewizsuess to people thinking along these lines but I am not able to believe init. It is impossible to have aidental degeneray of dynamial origin whihis preserved by all sorts of perturbations, for example by �perturbations�whih make the proton di�erent from the eletron. Do you really believethat there exists a spetrum with degeneray whih annot be removed by askilfully ontrived perturbation? This simply annot be the ase, if you giveme a Hamiltonian whih produes a degenerate spetrum, I will ertainlyinvent a perturbation whih removes this degeneray.It follows then that the universality of eletri harge must be of kine-matial origin. I will formulate the relevant priniple in a moment but I haveto omment �rst on the seond mystery assoiated with the eletri harge,namely its quantization. The Coulomb �eld is by far the most lassialobjet in Nature, it is muh more lassial than the desks you are sittingat or the blakboard you are looking at. This follows from the riterion ofappliability of the lassial �eld onept whih Berestetsky, Lifshitz, andPitaevsky give on page 30 of their exellent book [1℄: the eletromagneti�eld F�� is approximately lassial if (~ = 1 = )��x0�2qF 201 + F 202 + F 203 � 1 ;where �x0 is a time interval over whih the �eld an be averaged withoutbeing signi�antly hanged. For a stati �eld this time is obviously in�niteand therefore, onlude Berestetsky, Lifshitz, and Pitaevsky, a stati �eld isalways lassial.I have always wondered why the illustrious authors say what they saywithout any omment at all beause experimental fats are rying for suha omment: the amplitude of the Coulomb �eld is quantized, whih meansthat the Coulomb �eld is a lassial objet with quantized amplitude, amonstrosity unknown in the rest of physis. I have indiated some timeago [2℄ that there is a way to bypass the inequality of Berestetsky, Lifshitz,and Pitaevsky: one has to note that the total eletri harge, as determinedfrom the Gauss law, �lives� at the spatial in�nity, where the eternity ofavailable time is limited by the opening of the light one,�x0�2 � �x1�2 � �x2�2 � �x3�2 < 0 :This means that �x0 annot exeed 2r, where r = q(x1)2 + (x2)2 + (x3)2,and the inequality of Berestetsky, Lifshitz, and Pitaevsky for the Coulomb�eld with the total harge Q takes on the form



Quantum Mehanis of the Eletri Charge 837jQjr2 (2r)2 � 1i.e. jQj � 14 = 14p137e � 3e :This eminently sensible inequality has been obtained from the experimentalvalue of the �ne struture onstant whih is sometimes found to be mys-teriously small. This argument resolves the problem of quantization: onlysu�iently large harges are lassial. The problem of universality an besolved as follows.All harged partiles are massive. We do not know why this should bethe ase; it is simply another unexplained but indubitable experimental fat.I assume that there is a law of Nature whih prevents harged partiles to bemassless. The argument due to Shwinger makes this assumption extremelyplausible, even if it does not prove that the assumption is atually true.Wave funtions of massive partiles are exponentially damped by mass at thespatial in�nity. This means that at the spatial in�nity the eletromagneti�eld is free. Sine no length sale survives at the spatial in�nity, the �eldF��(x) must be homogeneous of degree �2:F��(�x) = ��2F��(x) for eah � > 0 :It is easy to show that if the tensor F��(x) ful�lls Maxwell's equations andis homogeneous of degree �2, then there exist two funtions e(x) and m(x)suh that F��(x)x� = ��e(x) ; 12 2���� x�F��(x) = ��m(x) :Sine F��(x) = ��A�(x) � ��A�(x) and A�(x) is homogeneous of degree�1; F��(x)x� = ��[x�A�(x)℄, whih means that e(x) = x�A�(x) up toan irrelevant additive onstant. Moreover 2 e(x) = 0 i.e. the funtione(x) = x�A�(x) is a homogeneous of degree zero solution of the wave equa-tion. A simple argument [2℄ shows that it is prudent to put m(x) = 0. Inthis way the following statement is seen to be true: the eletromagneti �eldat the spatial in�nity is ompletely determined by a single, homogeneous ofdegree zero solution of the wave equation e(x) = x�A�(x). This funtion isgauge invariant beause in the gauge transformed potential A�(x) + ��f(x)the �arbitrary� funtion f(x) must be homogeneous of degree zero, whihmeans that x���f(x) = 0 on the strength of Euler's theorem on homoge-neous funtions. I make now the following argument: sine, as I have shownpreviously, the total eletri harge is not a lassial objet, there must existat the spatial in�nity its anonially onjugate partner alled phase. In the



838 A. Staruszkiewizusual quantum eletrodynamis the phase of a harged �eld ful�lls a om-pliated set of nonlinear equations. At the spatial in�nity, however, everyharged system is desribed by a single funtion, namely e(x) = x�A�(x),hene the phase S(x) must be proportional to the funtion e(x). I assumethat S(x) = �ex�A�(x), where e is the onstant whih enters the anon-ial ommutation relation [Q;S(x)℄ = ie. I have at least �ve independentarguments whih support this assumption. One should note, that the as-sumption onsists in the identi�ation of phase as S(x) = �ex�A�(x). Theequation [Q;S(x)℄ = ie is a theorem in Q.E.D.; in the present ontext it issimply an impliit de�nition of the onstant e.The two equations [Q;S(x)℄ = ieS(x) = �ex�A�(x)form together a losed kinematial sheme akin to the quantum mehanis ofangular momentum; I believe that they form the true quantum mehanis ofthe eletri harge. You may observe that in this sheme, unlike in the usualquantum eletrodynamis, there is a plae for a single onstant e only.REFERENCES[1℄ W.B. Berestetsky, E.M. Lifshitz, L.P. Pitaevsky, Relativisti Quantum Theory,Nauka, Mosow 1968 (in Russian).[2℄ A. Staruszkiewiz, Banah Center Publiations, Vol. 41, Part II, page 257,Warsaw 1997.


